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Caesar Augustus's story, one of the most riveting in western history, is filled with drama and

contradiction, risky gambles and unexpected success. He began as a teenage warlord, whose only

claim to power was as the heir of the murdered Julius Caesar. Mark Antony dubbed him "a boy who

owes everything to a name," but in the years to come the youth outmaneuvered all the older and

more experienced politicians and was the last man standing in 30 BC. Over the next half century, he

reinvented himself as a servant of the state who gave Rome peace and stability, and created a new

system of government-the Principate, or rule of an emperor. Adrian Goldsworthy pins down the man

behind the myths: a consummate manipulator, propagandist, and showman, both generous and

ruthless. Under Augustus's rule, the empire prospered, yet his success was never assured, and the

events of his life unfolded with exciting unpredictability.
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For a man who's achievement in terms of altering Roman history, Augustus Caesar has always

stood (literally from the git-go) in the shadow of his magnificent great Uncle, Julius Caesar. There's

a sort of magnificence to Caesar that Augustus simply couldn't match; where Caesar was a protean

talent, equally at home in rhetoric, literature, art, ambition, or military genius, Augustus' talents were

on a far more normal scale. That said, as was remarked by a grieving friend of Caesar's after the

Ides of March, "If Caesar could find no way out, who can?"? And it was the 18-year-old Octavius

who, over a 45-year-career, found that way out.Augustus' achievement was to ruthlessly pursue

supreme personal power in Rome for 20 years, and to spend the next 40 years turning that power



into a functioning system that prolonged the Roman Empire for at least 200 years, arguably until its

demise, and provided the peaceful environment for some of its greatest Roman art and literature.

When he was born, Rome was, as it had been for centuries, firmly in the political grip of an

incredibly small, wealthy elite of Senators who essentially ran the Republic as their own personal

preserve. When he died, men from all over the Empire were now actively involved in its

administration, the grip of the "old boys club" on power politics was broken forever, and he managed

to harness the incredible competitiveness of Roman politics to solve most, if not all, of the old

Republic's problems while taming the aristocracy. He did this through a constant, thoughtful,

trial-and-error process that managed - just! - not to offend the hypsensitive reactionary elements in

the Republic while accommodating them to a new world in which Roman power, and Roman talent,

had to be harnessed world-wide.
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